
TURKIYE & SYRIA EARTHQUAKES, THE

AFTERMATH

Ashraful Aid teams responded quickly to the devastating

earthquake near Kahramanmaraş, Turkey on February 6th,

2023. Our teams visited Gazentiep, Killis, Islahiye, and

Kahramanmaraş to assess the situation and provide aid.

Our Director, Suhail Wadee emphasizes the need for funding to

purchase aid for families who have lost loved ones and for the

thousands of displaced people due to building damage. Victims

are currently being housed in tents provided by the Turkish

disaster response agency, AFDA.

DONATE
NOW

https://ashrafulaid.org/
https://ashrafulaid.org/donations/massive-earthquake-hits-turkey-and-syria/


DISASTER RELIEF - FLOODS

With the recent heavy rains, certain areas are prone to

flooding. Ashraful Aid Teams spread out to many affected areas

providing assistance and support to those affected by the

Floods.

In Standerton, a group of people had lost their homes and while

taking shelter at a nearby hall they were hit by load shedding.

Leaving them in complete darkness with no way to get food.

Ashraful Aid's responding team sourced hot meals and assisted

them.

In the mean time in Waterworks, just past Lenasia another

response team provided hygiene packs, blankets and more for

victims of flooding in that area.

DONATE
NOW

TOWARDS OUR DISASTER RELIEF EFFORTS

DON’T MISS OUT - CLAIM

YOUR TAX DEDUCTIONS

https://ashrafulaid.org/donations/southafrica-disaster-relief/


TODAY!

Did you know that you can

claim up to 10% of your

taxable income in charitable

donations?

Donate to Ashraful Aid before 28th

February 2023 - online, by eft or

contact us directly.

Tick the S18A required box online, or

send us an email with the proof of

payment to finance@ashrafulaid.org

requesting your S18A certificate.

File your S18A certificate safely and

claim when you submit your return.

NB: Only donations to South African

Projects qualify for a section

18A tax certificate.

RAMADHAN & ZAKAAT

Ramadhan, the month of fasting, is also the time when many

Muslims calculate and discharge their Zakaat. One of the



fundamentals of Zakaat is to discharge Zakaat to eligible

recipients.

Ashraful Aid guarantees that your Zakaat payments will be

allocated strictly according to Shariah. Our team of Ulamaa

have identified people who Zakaat can be given to, and we

ensure that Zakaat received is given in the right hands.

Try out our online Zakaat calculator today ! If you need

assistance in calculating your Zakaat, feel free to contact us,

and we will arrange for one of our Aalims to assist you.

CALCULATE

YOUR ZAKAT

EARTHQUAKE FEEDBACK

With YOUR generous donations Ashraful Aid and Turkish

Airlines have successfully air frieghted over 1 Million

ZAR worth of relief aid to Turkiye.

These items included generators, portable toilets,

sleeping bags, tents, stretcher beds, boots and much

more!

Our Teams regularly assess the needs of the moment

and we adjust our relief efforts accordingly.

https://ashrafulaid.org/zakat-calculator/


HELP US TO CONTINUE SUPPORTING THEM TO

REBUILD THEIR LIVES.

BANKING DETAILS

FNB LILLAH ACCOUNT: 628 176 78 777

ZAKAT: 628 176 903 41

BRANCH: 250655

More information call us:

 INFO@ASHRAFULAID.ORG  011 809 8181  WWW.ASHRAFULAID.ORG

ASHRAFUL AID GLOBALLY
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